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I cast upon 
me the starring

role!



Reading & Writing

Do you know what reading and writing is?
Especially reading.

It’s gathering information without judgement for use in your own success.
What do you make of it in relation to yourself and where you are?

Where do you think you’re going?
Are you heading somewhere?

Do you think this makes me corny then it will not make me sorry it’s your loss to laugh at 
me? You gotta take responsibility for possibilitieeees.se

Everything you do and consume is for your success did you know that?
You are always in school.

Aw man! BUMMER!!!

No it isn’t.

As you learn more about yourself in honesty you can create more effectively.
And by that I mean in WATTS!

WATT’S UP NOW!
Sign me up for class!

You’re already there.
Poof!

Biology Sorcery Kool!

 Solitaire - You got the love (Extended Club Mix)

http://possibilitieeees.se


Thank God!

God gave you that music!

Yeah!

Everything is inspired creation that is ment for us to learn about the opposite ends of a basic 
scale.

Negative - Passive/Balance - Positive

And when I do number 2 it’s positive.
But when I use that to add thickness to my stew? Yuck.

It’s a matter of context.

But you be the magician. And call bullshit shit & great food for what it is.

If you stay true it will be the glue
For me and you to see us thru

Just like in the song, when it seems that all goes wrong?
You got the love! You got the love!

You got the love you need to see you thru!

The rhyme is like tying up the sack. Like completion.
When you finish a dish halfway or a song in the middle that’s the same thing.

When you use the information you gather wisely and add vibration of joy to it magic 
happens. As in singing.

You don’t have to be extraordinary like ’Eilert Pilarm’. He’s a famous Swedish singer.

Just let it out without hesitation, without second guessing.
And the words must be without time.



They cannot include when or where.

So no time and no space.

Leave that to God.

Or the universe if you will it doesn’t matter.

As you pray for release and that being losing resistance you are actually casting a powerful 
spell of detoxification.

Yes.

But also cast spells of victorious expression!

Like:

I am + no time and space

I am so happy and grateful now that on this upcoming Friday I have met this beautiful girl 
in relation to what the world considers that to be and not a hair on her head deviates from 

that stereotype!

And poof! You will hurt like you just turned the magic wand the wrong way when trying to 
kill Lord Voldemort. EXCALIBRATE!

Learn your way by feeling. Wanna get good at spells. Right them down and feel them.
They feel off sometimes don’t they?

Adjust them then.

And there you go! You see how a small little word can affect so much?

They are not small.



Just because this font size is currently 13.

Doesn’t matter.

You can scream your spells from the top of a sky scraper with the wrong energy and 
nothing or the opposite will happen.

So do you need to be a technical wiz? Do you need to study English for 5 years at the 
university for this? No.

I almost flunked highschool. (13-15)

When I was in the gymnasium (16-17) I was hardly ever there.

I actually dropped out when I was 17.
Because I used numbing to escape my life’s dark matter energy.

I don’t recommend that.

I never went to any university.

I’ve studied English in books, arts, TV, music etc.

I have not taken any music production classes. I have not taken any photo editing classes or 
anything at all.

But I pay attention!

I am interested in all kinds of stuff because I can use that to my advantage.

Not the other way around.

And then I put them in my big steaming pothead and I eventually create magic.



I like to read all this like Professor Farnsworth.

Makes it all fun. Hehe..

And I feel like him in a way only in Fry’s body.

Yes I am 41 and a little over a half but last year a young girl guessed my age and she said I 
looked to be 27!

Yeah!

I did it!

I feel young and so I look that way I guess.

That’s magic folks, trolls & goblins!

Get a cream for that!

I also like avocados yes.. Yes I do.

And I only shoot heroin on Christmas Eve. That’s a rule I’ve got.

Gingerbread all over my face yeah.. Julmust all over my shirt.

Julmust is a Swedish soda that is fantastic.

I made a picture of it in relation to transmutation.se

Here have a look:
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It’s a combination of that, my cooking, my music and having my heart at focus.
And being positive!
I love that picture.

I use it to pleasure myself.

In my chest.

Well!

I hope you got something out of this!

I can’t write more about the importance of being able to use information instead of it using 
you.

But that’s what this is all about.

Be the icon. But manage the code behind it also.

Just don’t fall into the trap of being all code.

Decipher your perceptions. Make them positive and clear.

And you will begin to attract.

That’s sorcery witchcraft one-on-one.

Oh yeah! One thing that is useful is to be very clear on what you desire and right that on a 
piece of paper from a journal you love. And take a moment with a clear intention and set 

that on fire. Outside preferably. And the wish goes up in smoke. To Spirit.

Begin with a Disillusionment Charm.

Clear the BS.




